Short-term efficacy of patients with brain metastases from lung cancer treated by micro catheter intervention chemotherapy.
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Abstract

Objective: To evaluate the application of micro catheter technique in interventional treatment of Intracranial Metastatic Tumor (IMT) by observing the short-term efficacy of patients with IMT from lung cancer treated by micro catheter intervention chemotherapy.

Methods: From September 2012 to August 2016, a total of 33 patients with IMT from lung adenocarcinoma received Arterial Infusion Chemotherapy (AICT) using micro catheter technique. This procedure was performed every 4 w for 2 times in succession. Follow-up head enhanced MRI was used in 4 weeks after the last treatment to evaluate the short-term efficacy according to the RECIST.

Results: 33 cases were treated. Complete response was obtained in 1 (3.03%), partial response was obtained in 17 (51.52%), stable condition in 12 (36.36%), and deterioration in 3 (9.09%). The effective rate of IMT was 48.48% (16/33, p>0.05) and the 69.70% (23/33, p<0.05) were brought under control. All the side effects were grades I and II (27.27%, 9/33). The rate of cerebrovascular complication was 13.64% (9/66), without obvious sequelae after treatment.

Conclusion: Interventional chemotherapy of IMT using micro catheter technique has a reliable short-term efficacy, with minor and controllable side effects, is one of the effective options in treatment of IMT.
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Introduction

Intracranial Metastatic Tumor (IMT) can be concealed, especially in the elderly, often with no characteristic clinical manifestation, and are found in the examination. Along with the progress of imaging technology and the improvement of the health level in urban and rural residents, patients with IMT have increased in recent years. The primary tumor is more common in lung cancer, especially in lung adenocarcinoma which metastatic rate is up to 43% [1]. The appropriate treatment for patients with advanced IMT who are in good general condition appear to be particularly important. Whole Brain Radiotherapy (WBRT) or systemic chemotherapy is less effective with systemic reaction and great cognitive impairment, so the overall treatment effect is poor [2]. The application of Bronchial Arterial Interventional Chemotherapy (BAICT) in patients with lung cancer has been widely used and achieved good results in the treatment of non-small-cell lung cancer. Interventional perfusion therapy for intracranial tumors was also adapted and the median survival time can be extended to 7 months [3]. However, chemotherapy drugs were often perfused through the catheter in the internal carotid or vertebral artery, which led to corresponding arterial convulsion or stroke after chemotherapy in many cases, especially in arteriae ophthalmica. Therefore, the application of Intracranial Perfusion Chemotherapy (IPCT) is restricted.

With the progress and development of the material science, micro catheter technology has been widely used in the field of neural intervention, including double micro catheter technology or even three micro catheter technology which has played an active role in the treatment of aneurysm embolization assisted with stent and other diseases. Thus, the author attempts to use the single micro catheter technology for perfusion treatment of chemotherapy drug in the 2-3 levels of intracranial arterial. The results showed that the method has better short-term efficacy in the treatment of IMT with the advantages of traditional infusion chemotherapy, the possible occurrence of intracranial complications and the side effects are smaller.
Materials and Method

General data

Single IMT patients from lung adenocarcinoma from September 2012 to August 2016 were retrospectively analysed and 33 patients were enrolled in the study. Patients received BIACT for lung adenocarcinoma and IMT by micro catheter under digital subtraction angiography (DSA). Median age was 60 y old (27-76) with 24 male and 9 females. Fourteen cases with IMT were firstly found in neurology department, and then CT-value found the biopsy of the lung, and lung adenocarcinoma was confirmed by bronchoscopy or percutaneous biopsy. Other 19 cases found lung adenocarcinoma in the department of respiration, IMT was found during the general check-up and confirmed by head enhanced MRI. Pathological diagnosis of all patients was lung adenocarcinoma, routine abdominal B ultrasound examination before the first treatment showed tumor did not transfer to other parts of the body, only in brain. The size was 0.5 cm-5 cm, 17 cases with less than 3 cm, and 16 cases with 3 cm-5 cm. The place of the tumor was in frontal lobe (8 cases), temporal lobe (13 cases), parietal lobe (6 cases), temporal and occipital lobe (3 cases), frontotemporal area (1 case), forehead top (1 case) and temporal lobe top (1 case). Karnofsky Performance Status (KPS) was 60 in 8 cases, 70 in 11 cases, 80 in 9 cases and 90 in 5 cases.

Inclusion criteria: 1) The patients was confirmed to lung adenocarcinoma by bronchoscopy or percutaneous biopsy without resection by intrathoracic surgery; 2) IMT was diagnosed by Imaging and confirmed by enhanced MRI; 3) IMT was solitary lesions with size of 0.5 cm-5 cm; 4) Brain angiography confirmed that IMT was supplied with anterior circulation including the branch of arteriae cerebri anterior or arteriae cerebri media; 5) First treatment was intravenous chemotherapy, radiotherapy or radiotherapy combined with chemotherapy; 6) KPS was more than 60 score; 7) No serious organ dysfunction, no abnormal coagulation and blood abnormalities; 8) Patients signed informed consent.

This study was approved by the ethics committee at our hospital and was conducted in accordance with the provisions of the Declaration of Helsinki, Good Clinical Practice guidelines, and local laws and regulations.

Methods

Perfusion chemotherapy for lung adenocarcinoma and IMT was done under DSA for two times. Tumor staining corresponding to the preoperative imaging examination was set as the standard to the selection of tumor nourishing vessel. Arterial Infusion Chemotherapy (AICT) of IMT adapted to combination with Teniposide (VM-26), Carmustine (BCNU), Carboplatin (CBP), and Pirarubicin (THP). Individualized dosage was calculated according to the patient's body surface area. Right femoral artery was punctured by Seldinger method and 5F arterial sheath (SCW, Shenzhen, China) was placed in. The 5F JL4.5 catheter (Cordis, Florida, USA) was placed near the mesenteric artery of the abdominal aorta and 8 mg ondansetron was pushed in slowly. And then bilateral bronchial artery or the relevant intercostal artery was chose for radiography (Figure 1). Guided by SilverSpeed-14 (ev3, Plymouth, MN, USA), Echelon-10 45° micro catheter (ev3, Plymouth, MN, USA) can super-selectively avoid the dangerous anastomosis of arteriae intercostales and (or) spinal artery. After blood supply artery of the tumor was confirmed by micro catheter angiography (Figure 2), 20 ml normal saline or glucose diluted Etoposide (VP-16), THP, Cisplatin (CDDP) were perfused with 2 ml/min by high pressure syringe. The position of the catheter and its tip should be observed during the process of perfusion. Timely angiography should be done again if the position was suspected to shift, to ensure the accuracy of perfusion vessels. 4 cases were supplied with bilateral bronchial artery, 2 cases with arteriae intercostales. The drug was perfused according to the size of the lesion, but the total amount of the lung was the same.

Figure 1. The bronchial artery or the relevant intercostal artery was chose for radiography.

Whole cerebral angiography used 5 F catheter coude (Cordis, Florida, USA) for bilateral internal carotid artery angiography, bilateral external carotid artery angiography, and bilateral vertebral artery angiography. According to the location of the tumor staining, the super-selection of Echelon-10 45° micro catheter (ev3, Plymouth, MN, USA) guided by SilverSpeed-14 (ev3, Plymouth, MN, USA) was guided to the A1-A2 segment of the arteriae cerebri anterior and the M1-M2 segment of the arteriae cerebri media (Figure 3). At the same time, 0.3% papaverine injection was perfused through 5 F cordis catheter coude with 6 ml/min to prevent cerebral vasospasm, and then 30 ml 20% mannitol, 10 mg dexamethasone, 20 ml normal saline or glucose diluted VM-26, BCNU, THP, CBP were perfused with 3 ml/min by high pressure syringe. The position of the catheter tip should be observed during the process of perfusion. Timely angiography should be done again if the
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Position was suspected to shift, to ensure the accuracy of perfusion vessels. Whole cerebral angiography showed 19 cases were supplied with the arteriae cerebri media, 10 cases with arteriae cerebri anterior and 4 cases with both. The drug was perfused according to the size of the lesion, but the total amount of the brain was the same.

Evaluation of short-term efficacy

Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) 1.1 version in 2009 was used to evaluate the efficacy of solid tumors [4]. According to the variation of the maximum diameter of the lesion, the results were divided into Complete Remission (CR, all lesions disappeared and were maintained for more than 4 w), Partial Remission (PR, the lesion was reduced at least 30% and maintained for more than 4 w), Stable Disease (SD, the situation was between PR and progression), and Progression of Disease (PD, The sum length of the single lesion increased more than 20%, the absolute value increased 5 mm or new lesions appear). Objective Response Rate (ORR)=CR+PR, Disease Control Rate (DCR)=CR+PR+SD.

Side effects during the treatment and follow-up were evaluated by Common Terminology Criteria Adverse Events (CTCAE) 3.0 version in 2003 produce by National Cancer Institute (NCI). Cerebrovascular complications during the treatment and after the operation mainly include stroke (irreversible ischemic or hemorrhagic events in intracranial vessels, showed in head CT or MRI), cerebral vasospasm (transient ischemia, not showed in head CT or MRI), and cerebral edema (normal tissue around metastatic tumor appear edema, chemotherapy may aggravate cerebral edema, head CT or MRI can be compared and evaluated).

Statistical analysis

The research data are calculated and analysed by using SPSS19.0 software. Data are shown as the relative number. Statistical significance was determined by χ² test, with p-value<0.05 considered to be statistically significant.

Results

In this research, all 33 patients completed 2 times AICT treatment, and the survival time was more than 4 w after the last treatment, so short-term efficacy can be evaluated. The results showed CR in 1 case (3.03%), PR in 17 cases (51.52%), SD in 12 cases (36.36%), and PD in 3 cases (9.09%). ORR was 48.48% (16/33, p>0.05) and DCR was 69.70% (23/33, p<0.05). The clinical features and short-term efficacy of 33 patients were analysed, and the DCR of female patients was significantly higher than that of male patients (p<0.05). ORR and DCR of IMT patients supplied by arteriae cerebri media was higher than that by arteriae cerebri anterior or the both with significant difference (p<0.05). Overall, the short term efficacy of micro catheter intervention chemotherapy is better than that of conventional radiotherapy and chemotherapy.

Incidence rate of side effects associated with chemotherapy drugs was 27.27% (18/66), including 21.21% gastrointestinal reaction (14/66), and 12.12% blood toxicity reaction mainly
with leukopenia. The side effects of this research all belong to grade I-II, which can be restored by symptomatic treatment. Incidence rate of side effects in patients with KPS<70 was significantly higher than others (p<0.05).

Incidence rate of cerebrovascular complications was 13.64% (9/66), including 3.03% stroke (2/66, all were ischemic stroke, lacunar infarction by CT or MRI without obvious neurological deficit after treatment), 10.61% cerebral vasospasm (7/66, papaverine infusion therapy during the operation and postoperative intravenous or oral nimodipine treatment), 12.12% cerebral edema (8/66, postoperative mannitol treatment). Incidence rate of cerebrovascular complications in IMT patients supplied by arteriae cerebri media was higher than that by arteriae cerebri anterior or the both with significant difference (p<0.05).

Discussion
The technique of AICT have been applied for many years, its effect and slightly controlled drug response are better than that of vein chemotherapy, especially for chemotherapy and embolization of peripheral tumors such as lung cancer, liver cancer, and renal cancer. The use of new techniques and new drugs has made great success. Most lung cancer was treated with bronchial artery perfusion chemotherapy, but some blood supply of lung cancer was from the arteriae intercostales, or bronchial artery originated from arteriae intercostales. Because thoracic spinal artery are more from the same origin with arteriae intercostales [5], or small branches connecting bronchial artery or arteriae intercostales with spinal artery, too high injection pressure or too fast speed during perfusion chemotherapy may cause the adverse flow of the liquid into the spinal artery causing complications, or even paraplegia [6]. Thus, angiography of bronchial artery or arteriae intercostales to find the tumor feeding artery must be accurate and careful, avoiding spinal artery by micro catheter technique. Injection pressure should be low, the speed should be slow with timely asking patients whether there is physical discomfort. After a period of perfusion, the position of the catheter and its tip should be confirmed under X-ray, low pressure and small dose angiography should be done to confirm perfusion vessels when necessary. Requirements of high operation technique and problems such as more cerebrovascular complications still exist in the interventional chemotherapy of IMT. Whole Brain Radiotherapy (WBRT) is still the most important method beyond surgical treatment, but which can appear neurologic deficit and the median survival time is no more than 6 months [7]. According to the author's experience, the cerebral angiography can determine the tumor range and one or more supplied artery branches according to tumor staining and imaging data. When metastatic tumors are small, staining may be unseen and this time the blood vessels of the metastatic tumors can be identified by angiography. Mannitol and other drugs was used to open the blood brain barrier [8], micro catheter can reach to the application site which vein chemotherapy is difficult to achieve, chemotherapy drugs cover almost all types of anticancer drugs. Thus, interventional therapy has important value in diagnosis and treatment of IMT. For well-defined IMT, interventional therapy can treat primary lesions and metastatic lesions in a surgery at the same time, also can adjust the plan according to the treatment effect and patients' response to chemotherapy drugs with repeated treatment, prolonging the survival and improving the life quality of patients.

Micro catheter technique was more applied in interventional chemotherapy and embolization of liver cancer [9,10]. With mature technology, micro catheter technique used in the interventional treatment of uterine cancer [11] and lung neoplasms [12] are also reported. For bronchial artery angiography, the author firstly used the 5F JL 4.5 catheter and the hook in the bronchial artery opening is strong for its curvature which is conducive to the micro catheter transportation guided by micro-guide wire. Using micro catheter techniques to avoid the dangerous anastomosis between intercostal vessels and possible spinal artery is necessary and helpful [13]. But, when super selection of micro catheter is difficult and bronchial artery angiography was no dangerous anastomoses, catheter the perfusion with 5 F JL4.5 catheter is also satisfactory. The application of single micro catheter technique, and even dual micro catheter technique was more in the supplementary embolization and intracranial stent placement. Micro catheter has less damage to the cerebral blood vessel, but during the process of placing micro catheter, cerebral vascular spasm may occur and its degree depends on the operator's skill, experience and proficiency. In this research, the author used the continuous perfusion of papaverine to prevent cerebral vascular spasm. The occurrence of ischemic events and the time of perfusion chemotherapy may be related to the coagulation condition of patients, pending further study. The author's experience is that the use of a single micro catheter can be without whole body heparinization, the occurrence of ischemic events is related to the position of catheter tip. The selection of ultra-smooth micro catheter with the appropriate angle is very important, and steam shaping is not advised in order to minimize the damage of the ultra-smooth feature.

Complications such as decreased transient visual acuity, eye pain, amaurosis, or even blindness may occur after arteriae ophthalmica perfusion chemotherapy. General perfusion chemotherapy has been noted that the catheter tip is placed at the distal end of the arteriae ophthalmica, but is still in or near the small branches of internal carotid. Micro catheter technique can solve the problems such as the position of perfusion, but it should be adjusted according to the patient's situation, to prevent the side effects caused by adverse flow of chemotherapeutic drugs.

5 F catheter was placed in the second vertebral body of internal carotid to keep the support for micro catheter, while avoiding the stimulation of catheter instability during the operation for the carotid sinus. Micro catheter has good adaptability, the operation should be gentle, and the application of micro-guide wire shaping technology should reduce the stimulation of blood in the process of position [14]. Meanwhile continuous
infusion of papaverine during the perfusion chemotherapy can alleviate cerebral vasospasm and expand tumor feeding artery [15]. ORR and DCR of IMT patients with single feeding artery in this paper were high, while cerebrovascular complication was high as well, suggesting that the operation of micro catheter requires a certain experience and proficiency, perioperative treatment is also very important.

The side effects of chemotherapy drugs are mainly gastrointestinal reactions and leukopenia [16]. We perfused ondansetron to prevent the occurrence of gastrointestinal reactions when the catheter passes through the mesenteric artery. According to the situation of patients, according to the appropriate symptomatic treatment was adapted to ensure the surgery go with a swing. After the operation, Chinese herbal medicine was used for strengthening immune system. Patients with high KPS before the operation had low incidence rate of side effects and fast recovery. Therefore, chemotherapy must maintain the balance of the patient's internal environment at the same time, improving the general situation of patients, which traditional Chinese medicine can be used for regulating the immune system and improving the prognosis of patients.

For the treatment of single IMT, at present, evidence-based medicine recommends the treatment "surgical excision +WBRT". However, for the patients who refused surgical treatment, WBRT can damage the brain tissue with poor curative effect. AICT using micro catheter can accurately perfuse one or more tumor feeding arteries under the condition of identifying tumor staining and blood vessel distribution. Patients with poor short-term efficacy can be treated by radiotherapy or molecular targeted drug such as Erlotinib as early as possible [17]. AICT can reduce the size of large tumor (more than 3 cm) which are sensitive to chemotherapy, meeting the requirements of Stereotactic Radiotherapy (SRT). Thus, as a scientific and accurate treatment of IMT, AICT using micro catheter can be used alone or in conjunction with radiotherapy or surgical treatment to achieve the goal of improving the curative effect and the quality of life.

Conclusion

Micro catheter technique radically solves the intravascular administrative route of chemotherapeutic drugs. More targeted drugs chosen by the gene expression and chemosensitivity test can directly reach to the lesions through the artery using micro catheter technique which makes interventional chemotherapy is safe and effective, and the side effects of chemotherapy drugs reduced to a minimum. Good short-term efficacy and safe control of adverse reactions for the treatment of patients with advanced distant metastasis is essential for the establishment of confidence, the improvement of the compliance and the survival period, and the guarantee of living quality. Interventional chemotherapy of IMT using micro catheter technique has a reliable short-term efficacy, with minor and controllable side effects, is one of the effective options in treatment.
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